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The Conference has been organised by Prof. Dr. H. Milbrodt (Köln), Prof. Cr. A.
Janssen ( DClsseldorf) and Prof. Dr. Helmut Strasser (Vienna).

Due to the generality of the title, the meeting offered a variety of approaches to the
asymptotic theory of high dimensional models. The topics included rank-based
inference, adaptive procedures for estimation and classification, _aspects of
asymptotic inference for the estimation of functionals of stochastic processes,
bootstrap methods, especially tor nonlinear time se.ries, aspects of stable laws and
processes, extreme value theory, approximation of experiments, and goodness of fit
testing for semiparametric models.
The impression, shared by the participants, was that the probabilistic aspects of high
dimensional problems. especially asymptotics and central limit theorems, can be
dealt with, whereas for the statisticaI aspects no generally accepted approach can
be presented.
The meeting was a graat success. In the stimulatirig atmosphere of the
Forschungsinstitut participants tram Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, France,
Germany, Israel, The Netherlands, Russia, Ucrainia and the U.S.A. had an extensive
exchange of ideas.
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Rudolf Beran
University of Califomia, Berkeley

Bootstrap variable - selection and confidence sets

This paper analyzes estimation by bootstrap variable-selection in a simple Gaussian
model where the dimension of the unknown parameter may exceed thatof the data.
A naive use of the bootstrap in this problem produces risk estimators tor candidate
variable-selections that have a strong upward bias. Resampling fram a less
overfitted model removes the bias and leads to bootstrap variable-seledions that .
minimize risk asymptotically. A related bootstrap technique generates confidencet.....
sets that are centred at the Qest bootstrap variable-selaction and have two turther~
properties: the asymptotic coverage probability for the unknown parameter is as
desired; and the confidence set iso geometrically smaller than a classical competitor.
The results suggest a possible approach to confidence sets in other inverse
problems where a regularization technique is used.

Pater J. Bickel
University of California, Berkeley

Strange behaviou( of the likelihood ratio statistic .in mixture models

We study the problem of tasting

H: F=N(O,1} vs. K: F=(1-e)N(O.1 )+eN(u,1), E,J.I, unknown

using X, ....X,. iid fand the likelihood ratio statistic

where
A" -loglogn -» V in law

[ ] (
Ji _!)

PV 5: v =exp --,;e 2

6. =2~1I
,. ~i=l

We show that. under H,

which is quite uncharacteristic for the likelihood ratio tests in a two parameter family.
We discuss the source of this behaviour and in what sense is prototypical for mixture
models and change point problems, relating our results to those of Hartigan (1985)
and Ghosh and Sen (1985).
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We also identify this and similar tests as nonparametrie goodness of fit tests. The
surprisingly complicated proof uses a variety of tools including the Hungarian
embedding, Billingsley Chentsov fluctuation inequalities and other fairly delicate
arguments.

Pater J. Bickel and Ya·acov Ritov
Berkeley and Jerusalem

LAN for ranks and covariates in transformation model

Let (J';,Zt), ....... ,{J:,Z,J be iid, such that the distribution of 0{J';) given Zt =z equals to

F(.",z;8), where F is known, ge0cRd and a(.) is strictly monotone but unknown
otherwise. Important examples are the nonparametrie generalization of the Box-Cox
regression model, the Cox proportional hazard model, and its generalization, the
Clyton-Cuzik model.

...1t.ti--'.,

Let

be the sampie ordered such t~at

Finally let

For a fixed 9, Z is a maximal invariant. We show 'that the family of possible
distributions of Z , indexed by 0 has a LAN structure and that efficient estimation of e
can be based on Z.

Lawrence D. Brown and Mark G. Low
University of Pennsylvania

Asymptotic equivalence of nonparametrie regression, white noise, and
nonparametrie density estimation

The first principal result is that, under conditions, to any nonparametrie regression
problem there corresponds an asymptotically equivalent sequence of white-noise
drift problems, and conversely. This asymptotic equivalence is global, in the sense of
LeCam's deficiency. The results are constructive; a recipe is provided for producing
these asymptotically equivalent procedures.
The principal regularity condition can be paraphrased by saying that the unknown
regression (and drift) functions belang to a bounded set in a.space with smoothness
coefficient (= number of derivatives) >1/2.
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Analogous results are also established for the equivatence of nonparametrie density

estimation with the previously menlioned formulations. Far technical reasons we

require here that a > (1+/55/4, although (non constructive) equivalence was

earlier established by M. Nussbaum for any a>1/2 .

An example is given to show that global equivalence fails if a S 1/2.

O. M. Chibisov
University of Moscow

Conditional approach to preliminary testing: an example

We consider testing a simple hypothesis on the center of a symmetrie distribution 'e'!
using either sludent's t cr same nonparametrie (rank) test depending on the outcome

of a preliminary test for normality fram the same data. Asan example of an

alternative underlying distribution, we consider the Cauchy distribution for which

(due to its heavy taBs) the distribution of t drastically differs trom its normal theory

form. As is seen trom simulation data, for a moderate sampie size (n=20), the test for

normality based on the sampie curtosis ( which is appropriate tor·detecling heavy

. tails) has non-negligible errars of discrimination between normality and Cauchy.

Then the conditional distribution of tunder Cauchy given that the sampie curtosis

faUs into the acceptance region tor normality becomes significant for the level of the

entire procedure. We show that this conditional distribution is asymptotically normal,

yal with a ''wrang'' variance greater than 1, which implies that the actual level of the

entire procepure exceeds the nominal on8. Hence one has to be cautious in

selecting the model tram the same data which are used tor testing the hypothesis 01

interest.

Holger Drees
University of Köln

Smooth estimation functionals 0' the extreme value index

let Q" denote the empirical tail quantile' function based on the largest K n order

statistics· of n Li.d. random variables whose d.f. belangs to the weak domain o~_

attracti on of same extreme value dJ. GfJ We consider estimators T(Qn) of theW

extreme value index ß where T is some scala and .Iocation invariant tunctional.

Under suitable second order conditions on the underlying' q.f. a limit theorem tor Q"

centered at the generalized Parato q. f. Fß
1 is established. As a consequence one

obtains asymptotic normality of 1\Q,.) it T is Hadamard differentiable at some affine

transform of F-pl, T(Fi1
) = ß and k..--Jt. GO sufficiently slow. Necessary and sufficient

conditions on the Hadamard derivative of T for the asymptotic variance to be minimal

are given. Finally, it is shown that tor an important class of underlying q.f.'s the

asymptotic bias daes not depend on the estimation functional T.
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Michael Falk and G. Christoph
Eichstätt and Magdeburg

Qn domains of attraction of p..max stable laws

A distribution function (df) F is said to belong to the p-max domain of attraction of a

"non degenerate df G. if there exist a,,>Ü. ß" >0 such that the df F"(a"lxr" sign(x»
_converges weakly to G. The class of possible limi~ing dfs G and their domains of
attraction are characterized by resultsfrom,classicalextreme value theory. This main
result unifies earlier ones obtained by Pantcheva et al.

Jürgen Franke and Eva Kreutzberger
Kaiserslautern

~ootstrapplngkemel estimates for non-lInear autoregressions ...
'~~lt

_Let {X, } be a non-linear timeseries of order 1:

with i.i.d. innovations E, and a smooth regression function m. We assume that m
and the density P. of the E, satisfy "one of the various conditions guaranteeing

stationarity and geometric ergodicity of {X,}." Theri." under suitable regularity
assumptions, the Nadaraya-Watson. estimate of m .based on Xl····· 1 X,,:

6,(x h)= 1 ~K(x-X,)x /-._1~. -K(~x-x.,)
1 (N-'l)h~ h t+1 Nh~ h.

is aSY'!lptotically normal and uniformly consistent on compact sets., Let·

B, =X;-m(X,_I .• )' E, ,;, E, -~ 1:E,

bethe sampie residuals and the centeredsample residuals," e: ""_,,,&~ be Li.d. from a
smoothed version of the' empirical law w. r. t. &11 ..... ' EN , "and X;+I =m( X,~g ) + &;+1 be"
recursively calculated bootstrap data~ We show under suitable conditions, where
the most importsnt one is Lipschitz continuity- of m with- a constant <1, that this
bootstrap works for the Kernel estimate min the sense. that in Mallows distance d_2
we have

JNhd2 (nt (x,h) -m(xJg)Jm(x,h)m(x»~Op

for
N -+ 00, h-N -a, 1/5 < a < 1/4 .

Richard D. Gill. Mark J. van der laan and James M. Robins
University of Utrecht, University of California t Berkeley and Harvard University
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Coarsenlng at ra.ndom: characterization, conjectures and coun~er-examples

The nation of coarsening at randorn (CAR) was introduced by Heitjan and Rubin
(1991) to describe the most general form of randomly grouped, censored, er missing
data, for which it is still true that the coarsening mechanism can be essentially
ignered when making inference about the parameters· of the distribution of the
variable of interest. This paper explores a number of the consequences of the CAR
assumption. First in discrete sampie spaces, we give some simple equivalent
characterizations of CAR. We show that grouped data always fit a CAR model, or in
a slogan: CAR is everything. In other words, a nonparametrie model for the variable
of interest together with the assumption of an arbitrary CAR mechanism actually
puts no restriction st all on the distribution of the data. Next we describe what
intuitively would seem to be the most general possible way to generate CAR e)
mechanisms, a sequential procedure called randomized monotone coarsening.
Counter-examples however show that CAR mechanisms exist which cannot be
represented in this way. We specialise to missing at random, MAR, (Rubin, 1976),
the case of missing components of a multivariate random vector, discovering again a
counter-example but also revealing much further strudure of MAR models. The
negativeresults show that the CAR assumption, though highly convenient. initself is
difficult to motivate on physical grounds: CAR mechanisms exist which intrinsically
depend on information in the data which is not revealed to the observer, without this

. affecling the observer's conclusions. In a second slogan: CAR is more than it
seems.
Finally we discuss possible extensions tram the discrete case to the general. We
give a new definition of CAR in general sampie spaces and establish some parallel
results to the discrete case. Wegive a critique of Jacobsen and Keiding"s (1994)
recent alternative proposal for a general definition of eAR, discuss the many open
problems still remaining to be solved, and pose some conjectures.

Friedrich Götze
Universität Bielefeld

Recent results on normal and uniform approximation

Several results on the rate of convergence obtained jointly with V. Bentkus tor~
Student"s statistic and for quadratic forms are presented. :.
For i.i.d. randorn variables X 1'X2 ' .•.•• ,Xn we estimate the errer in the Central Limit
Theorem (CLT) for Student"s statistic by Cpp-.//2n-lf2 where c denotes an absolute
constant and ß2 and P3 denote the second resp. third absolute moment of Xl . These
bounds extend to the non identically distributed esse Ooint work with· M. Bloznelis)
and allow to prove convergence in the CLT provided that to is in the domain of
attraction of normality (i.i.d. case) rasp. that X I 'X2 ' ..•• ,X" satisfy Lindeberg"s
condition.

---------------------- - ---
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In the CLT for quadratic ferms we show for random vectors inRt with at least five
independent coordinates that the CLT holds for ellipsoids defined by

Q(x):::~t Ä..X.2~a
~j=1 J J

with an error of order o{n-1
) provided that k ~ 5. These results extend to cases

where Q(x) splits into two independent components of rank at least three. Using
Fourier integral methods we furthermore proved that the error in the uniform·
approximation of the number of lattice points in an ellipsoid rE, r~ 00, E fixed is
bounded by o{r1

-
2

) for k ~ 9 uniformly in the class of all .ellipsoids E with boundede ratios ofaxes. This sharpens the weil known estimate o(r1
-
Ul

(k+l)). of Landau (1915).

Yuli Gu and Lucien LeCam
University of Califomia, Berkeley

Some observations on poisson experimen~

Poisson experiments. like Gaussian shift experiments, arise as limit or approximating
experiments in many situations. A link betweenPoisson experiments and Gaus~ian

shift experiments is obtained by using Hellinger affinity struct~res. This allows one to
extend information based results. We give examples to show that such paired
experiments are typically not comparable in the sense of LeCam's deficiency
distance and that Poisson experiments with the same Hellinger affinity structures
are typically of different experiment types. We give a general result which shows that
to compute the minimax risk exactly, it is necessary to know the type of the
experiment. Some numerical evaluations of the minimax risks and the information
bounds are also given.

Alexander Guschchin
Universität Moskau

Asymptotic efficiency bounds for estimating funct.ionals of stochastic
processes

Suppose that we observe a stochastic process XI 'X2 ' ••••.•. x", with an unknown
distribution P belonging to some nonparametrie family '1'. and we have to estimate a
one-dimensional functional 9: '1'-.+RI . It is assumed that the process Xl' X", is
not ergodie, st least on a larger part of 'P.
To tackle the problem of asymptotically effici~nt estimation of 8 we suggest the
following approach.
1. For a fixed Pe~. we define a class 1'{P) of ane-parameter loeal submodels,
(pa."), pa." e~. aeA ~ RI such that po." == P and the sequence of the statistical
experiments(F:.a .", a E A). where p"a." is the distribution of {Xl' .....x,,} underpa.",

weakly converges in the LeCam sense to a limit experiments (Qa, a e A) which is
assumed to be quadratic mean differentiable at a = o.
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2. For an arbitrary sub model (pa.,.), we prove an asymptotic lower bound on the
performance of "regular" estimators. This bound is of the Cramer-Rao type and is
inversely proportional to the asymptotic Fisher information about o( pa,,.).

3. We choose a "least favourable submodel" in 1'{P) i.e. a sub model on which the
asymptotic Fisher information about 0 is minimized.
4. An estimator is said to be asymptotically efficient at Peil' if it attains the lower
bound corresponding to aHleast favourable submodel" in ~p).

This definition of asymptotic efficiency reduces to the elassical one for LAN models.
As an application of our approach, we consider the problem of estimating the
offspring mesn in a branching process with non-random immigration, and we
construct an estimator which s asymptotically efficient in our sense at all PE 'P .

Mare Hallin
Universite Libre de Bruxelles

Rank-based methods in the statistieal analysis 01 stochaatie processes

e'

The theory of rank-based inference has been developed. almost exclusively, in the
context of independent observations. Most of its applications are in the area of
general linear" models, and rank-based solutions exist for virtually all classical
problems arising in this elass of models. This, and possibly the combinatorial
features of rank-order theory, may explain why many statisticians are under the
superficial impression that rank-based inference is inherently limited to tne statistical
analysis of series of independent observations. The invarianca arguments leading to
rank-based methods in the context of independent observations however still hold in
more general situation where the observed series constitutes a finite realization of
some stochastie process and more particularlYt in time series analysis: see Hallin
and Puri (1992, Section 1). And scattered rank-based methods for time series
problems can be traced back as far as Wald and Wolfwitz (1943). More recently, a
systematic treatment of rank-based hypothesis tasting problems has been given for
ARMA processes (Haltin and Puri,1987; Koul and Saleh1993), for linear models with
autocorrelated error terms (Hallin and Puri. 1994), for periodical autoregression
(Bentarzi and Hallin, 1994), bilinear processes (Benghabrit and Hallin 1994) and
random coefficient autoregressive models (Akharif and Haltin, 1994). Just as in the
independent observation context, rank-based methods thus are extremely flexible...
Due to their invariance and distribution-freeness properties, they yield exact"
solutions in a variety of problems where classical methods are only approximately cr
asymptotically correct under non Gaussian densities. Moreover, they also are
naturally robust. Usually, a substantial loss of power is the price to be paid for such .
properties. But this is not the case with ranks-at least, in the classical linear model
situation-quite on the contrary: appropriately chosen rank-based methods even
uniformly dominate their traditional Gaussian competitors.
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A classical rasult by Chemoff and Savage (1958) indeed shows that the asymptotic
relative efficiencies, with resped to their Gaussiancounterparts, of tests and R
estimates based on the so-called van der Waerden or normal scores is always
larger than one: Student and Fisher tests accordingly are Pitman-nonadmissible. '
This property, and the resulting non admissibility of traditionalcorrelogram-based
methods, has been shown to hold also in the ARMA context(Hallin,1994). The
objective of this talk to illustrate the use of ranks in the statistical analysis of
stochastic processes by means of three simple examples: testing the coefficient of a
first-order AR model. lasting AR(1) against bilinear serial dependance, and tasting.
the nonrandomness of the coefficient ofa.first-order AR model.

Nobert Henze
Universität Karlsrutie

Same integral equatlons In connectlon wlth multivariate normality testlng
~;~;1.i -

let X", .... ,XIl be i.i.d. random d~imensional column vedors with expectation J.1 and
non-singular covariance matrix I. A generalization of Mardia"s 'affine invariant
multivariate skewness"measure is given by ·the higher order odd moment

We derive the limiting distribution of n times the naturalestimator

1 "{ - I -I _ }2k+1
bt.d=-;L (Xj-XII)SII (x.-X,J

n j,l:1

of Pt.d under t~e assumption that the distribution of XI is elliptically symmetrie, has

. no atom at its-center and the moment condition EIIX l lrk
+

2
< 00 hold~~(in th"at esse,

ßk,d=O). This limit distribution is a sum ofk+1"weighted independent r variates. The
weights are the eigenvalues of the integral equati6n

Jh..(x,y)g(y)px,(dy) =Ä.g(x),
Rd

where hll is of the form

and a and b depend on k.d and

E{(X. - ,u)'I-1(X I - ,u)}" .

The eigenfunctions of (.) involve the spherical harmonics of odd degree up to 2k+1.
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An open problem is the solution of the integral equation

where r>O and.

This equation arises in the study of a test for multivariate normality based on the
empirical characteristic function. -

Reinhard HOpfner
Universitat Freiburg

On estlmation of taU parameters In stable proc88888 and related point process
models.

Let lJ(ds, dx) denote Poisson random measure with intensity dsG(dx) on
(0.00) x(O.oo). for same measure G(dx) with regularly varying tails at 00. Specify a
class ,of such measures. For unknown Ge9 I we wish to estimate the index of
regular variation a(G) and the weight parameter ~(G) if the point process is observed
in ,certain windows KII = (0, 1;] x [>:'.(0) where J:. -+ 00 as n 7 00 • In particular. we look

st asymptotic behaviour of the Hili estimator for a(G). tagether with the usually
associated estimator for l;(G).
Comparing with parametrie submodels ~ of , (induced e.g. by jumps of stable
processes). we consider neighbourhoods 1'/of P tor which the tollowing holds: The
Hili estimator sequence is asymptotically normal with speed ~ at all points G"e ~if
and only if the sequence of statistical models induced by 1'Iis asymptotically elose to
the sequence of models induced by ~ uniformly in total variation distance.
As a consequence of known results on local asymptotic normality in the parametrie
case. the Hili estimator sequence
i) possesses in certain cases (e.g.: both (a(G)t~(G»E(Otoo)X(O.oo) are unknown) a -,
weak optimally property •
ii) should n~ver be used if l;(G) is given as a fixed and known function of a(G);
in case ii). new estimators exist which converge at higher speed. and which are
optimal in the sense of convolution theorem.
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Alexander Ivanov
Glushkov Institut, Universität Kiev

One approach to statistical criteria construction with preassigned properties

Consider a .regression model of the type
~ ~

•
(g(j, 8), 8 e 0",0 is an open interval of RI ) is a sequence of nonrandom funetions t

&. are i. i.d. r. v. with E&. =0, E~ =er > O. . Functions g(j, 8) are not supposed to be
J J J

.linear ones.

We introduce three two-sided criteria 'based on Rao"s, Neyman-Pearson"s and
Wald"s statistics and least squares estimators 8

11
of parameter IJe0 tor simple

hypothesis tasting

I

Ho: 8= 8
0

vs H6 : 8= 8
0

+ ön-2, ö~ 0

is same number . let sizes of these eriteria are equal to a+o(n-I
). This brings up

the question: which criterion among the three has maximal power? For m.l.e.
gaussian (O,62 )-r.v· &j in our esse) it was shown by Char1dra & Joshi (1-983),

Chandra. Murerdjee (1985) that Raa"s criterion has maximal power. Thus famous
conjecture of Rao was confirmed.
For I.s.e. 8" the answer is of considerably more complicated nature: the region of
preference of every critarion depends on ratio of two matrie invariants of the curve

L= {g(1J) eR":g.( 8) =g(l, 8), ..... ,g"(8) = g(n, 0), De0"}

Certain criteria class K(a) containing three above criteria is introduced. Various
optimal properties of elass K(a) are considered.
These results are joint with Or, Yuri O. Grigoriev (Novosibirsk) and will be published
in Siberian Ann. of Math. in 1995.

Paramaraj Jeganathan
Ann Arbor University

On asymptotic Inference in AR-models with unit roots and heavy tailed errors

Autoregressive models of order q,q~lt with heavy tailed errors are considered. The
main problem is to test the hypothesis that the roots of the associated characteristic
polynomial are on or naar the unit eirele. Based on the methods of LeCam, a suitable
test statistic is obtainedt the construction of which does not involve the nature of the
roots or the index of stability of the error distribution. Under the null hypothesis it is
shown that the approximating structure of the likelihood ratios is locally
asymptotically mixed normal (LAMN) so that the test statistic will be asymptotically
optimal.
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Edgar Kaufmann
Universität Siegen

"Approximation rates of multivariate exceedances

Bounds on the accuracy of the Poisson approximation of processes of pathwise or
componentwise defined exceedances are given by means of survivor functions. The
approximations are carried out in terms of the variational distance. Moreover, the
concept of a ö-neighbourhood of a generalized Parato distribution will be extended
from the univariate.setting to.the bivariate·one.

Estate Khmaladze
Universitat Moskau

Two-sample problem InR'" and measure-valued martingales

The heuristic meaning of the problem is clear: do the given two sampies come from
the same distribution or not.-One would salve this problem if one obtains any randorn
process, based on these two sampies, which is
a) asymptotically distribution free under the null hypothesis,
and which is heuristically speaking.
ß) as sensitive to alternatives as possible.
As many other classical problems," two - sampie problem has long and very diverse
history, starting with famous papers of 30th. In the course of this development it was
realised (end 60-th. mid 70th) that the problem remains essentially open for
multivariate sampies. Several very powerful and good attempts (Bickel(1969),
Freedmann, Rafski (1978), Frantz (1982) left it open.
The lecture presented another attempt based on a certain transformation of
empirical two-sample measure to an empirical measure-valued martingale. This last
one allows asymptotically distribution free version- a). and possesses also property

.ß) properly formalized.

Chris Klaassen
Universität Amsterdam

Adaptive estimation in time-series

In a framework particularly suited for Time-Series models we obtain a LAN result
under quite natural and economical conditions. This enables us to construct
adaptive' estimators for (part of) the Euclidian parameter in these semiparametric
models. Examples are linear regression, ARMA, TAR. and ARCH. We will discuss
ARCH in some detail.
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Jens-Peter Kreiß
Universität Braunschweig

Estimation in ARCH-models

1
- Elm(.r) + 0(x)611 . 1

~ I~ <

where Xo-~ (initial distribution) and(&,) are i.i.d. random variables with zero mean

and variance 1.
The distributio.n of &, possesses a density equivalent to Lebesgue measure on same
neighbourhood of the origin. Dankhan (1994) says that unde( the additional
assumption .

In the talk we consider the following non-linear autoregressive process with
conditional heteroscedasticity

X, =m{X,-l)+ a(X,_I)e,,1 =1,2, ....

•
The Markov ehain (X,) has the property of geometrie ergodicity. F'or the special

case n(x) =ax, 0(x) =.J0(1+ "x2) (CT, 11 > 0 anti 0
2+ 071 < 1) we prove LAN. Furthermore

it is obtained. that the parameter a can be estimated adaptively. even if f is unknown.
but symmetrie (joint work with G. Maerdzer. Braunschweig). This is in accordance
with Leviton (93) and Drest. Klaassen and Werker (93) tor the regression set-up.
For kernel estimators

L K«x-x,_,)/h)x,

"'b(X)= 'L K«x-x,_.)/h • K symmetrie kemel, h>O,
,

we propose a wild bootstrap procedure in order to approximate ttle distribution
of~(m'J(x)-~x) for h_n- lIs (joint work with E. Mammen. Berlin).

Y. Kutoyants
Universite Le Mans

Same minimax problems for diffusion and Poisson observation

We consider several problems of parametrie and non-parametric estimation by the
observations of diffusion process with smalI' diffusion coefficient and by the
observations of special (inhomogeneous) Poisson processes.
In regular cases for this two models we prove the asymptotic efficieney of MLE in the
sense of Hajek-LeCam boundary "(parametric esse). It the observed model is
contaminated (Iocally nonparametric uncertainty) the special minimum distance
estimators are local asymptotic minimax. In nonparametrical problems we have two
types of minimax bounds: like a density estimation in Li.d. case ( with optimal rate of
convergence). like distribution f""nction estimation (Iower bound up to constant).
Then we prove that certain estimators are asymptotically effieient (LAM) in every
particular case.
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Uwe Küchler and U. Rothkirch
Universität Berlin

Same estimation problems forlinear stochastic functional differential equation

In the talk stochastic differential equation of the type,

dX(t) = j X(t -u)a (du)dt+dW(t), t ~ 0 (1)

are considered, where a(.) is a given function on [O,r] with bounded variation and
X(s)=X(-s),se[-r,O] is a given initial process (w(t)),/~O) denotes the standard •
Wiener process.
Assume a(.) is unknown and to be estimated. Then one can use the likelihood
approach. The log-likelihood fundion

. , 1 '
1,(0) =<0, fX(s-.)dX(s) >--I<D,x(s-.) >2 ds

2 .o ~ 0

yields the maximum likelihood equation

Bta,=~

with B, as the integral operator with kemel,
B,(u,v) = Ix(s-u)x(s-v)ds , u,ve[O,r]

and the function

v,(u) = jX(s- u) dX(s) , u E[O,r].
o

This is an iII-posed problem, which can be solved by regularization.
Finite dimensional submodels yield classical exponential families of processes,
which are studied in the talk. The equation (1) presents a nontrivial example of an
infinite-dimensional exponential family of processes.

Mark van der Lasn
University of Califomia. Berkeley

Current status data with infinite dimensional .time dependent covariate
processes

In Biostatistical applications interest often focuses on estimation of the distribution of .
the time T at which a certain event occurs.. If one only knows if this time islarger er
smaller than a randern monitoring timet then the data is described by the weil
understood current status data model. also known as interval censored data case1.
In many applications are also observed apart (depending on the monitoring time) of
a sampie path of a time-depenqent process which contains information about T=time
of interest. We propose an estimator of smooth"functionals of the distribution ofT,
which uses the observed part of the covariate process and show that it is
asymptotically linear and locally efficient.
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Soris Levit
Universität Utrecht

Asymptotically efficient estimation of an analytical funetlons in gaussian noise

The problem of recovery an unknown regression function f(x) from noisy data is
considered. The function f(.) is assured to belong to a class of analytic functions in a
strip of a complex plane around real axis. The performance of an estimator is
measured either at a fixed point. or by its deviation in· the uniform norm ovar a
bounded interval.
It is shown that in the case of equidistant observations with an increasing design
density. asymptotically minimax estimators of the unknown regression fundion can
be found within the elass of linear estimators. Such best linear estimators are
explicitly found. (jointly with Y. Golubev and A. Tsybakov).

Friedrich Liese
Universi,tAt Rostock

Adaptive selection and classificatlons of populations

Let "., nt be independent populations with distributions Qsa' ,QSI. 8; E 0 ~ ~.

The population with the largest 6 -value is called the best population. Take a sampie
of sizen from each population.The aim then is to select the best population using
the data. Optimal decision rules for finite sampie sizes only exists for special
families of distributions. To deal with tha general situation we ask for asymptotically
optimal decisions and derive an asymptotie upper Hajek-LeCam type bound for the
probability of correct selection. For some semiparametrie models we construct
adaptive. selection rules which attain the asymptotic upper bound. Especially we
study the semiparametric loeation model f(xooÖ) where the density fis unknown.
Similar results may be also obtained for the following classification problem. Given
data from an addition population n which coineides with some n;. say ll;o one has

to find the index ;0 with 11;0 =n.

Harald Luschgy
LJniversitat Münster

Asymptotic quantization error for random vectors

Suppose that X is a randorn vector in Rd The norm based quantization errar of X at
level n is given by V".r(x) =in! EIIX - /(x)ll', where the inf is taken over all
measurable maps f:Rd .-+ Rd • with card f(Rd):s; n. We study the asymptotic behaviour
of V".r(x) as n -+ 00 .. The constants occurring in the limit lead to the notion of the
quantization coeffieient of X. The computation of this coefficient is related to
geometrie problems. We further discuss consistency of empirical estimators for the
quantization error and optimal quantizers.
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Frank Marohn
Universität Eichstätt

Contributions to a local approach in extreme value. statistics

In this talk we treat typically estimation and testing problems occurring in extreme
value statistics. This is done in the asymptotic setting of the general theory of
statistical experiments in the sense of LeCam. If the rate of convergence of the local
altematives is lower than the rate of the maximum the sequence of statistical
experiments induced by large observation (extreme and intermediate order statistics. l't,,:
exceedances) is LAN.
We traat shape and scale models ofPorto type, that means, distribution functions
whereupper taU belongs to a 6-neighbourhoocl of the Pareto distribution with shape ~I.
parameter ß>O and scale parameter c>O. Treating c as a nuisance parameter it
turns out that under certain least favourable contiguous alternatives the Hili
astimator is asymptotically efficient (conjectured by A. Janssen (1993». In the full
shape-scale model is not possible to estimate (ß,C) asymptotically efficient. This is
due to a certain degeneracy property. But due to HOpfner (94) we know thaf this
degeneracy property turns out to be an optimal property w.r.t least favourable
contiguous alternatives. Moreover, one-dimensional sub models are studied. where
the shape parameter is a function of the scala parameter and vice versa. "Finally, the
results carry over to the elass of generalized Parato distributions. In particulart we
establish asymptotically optimal tests for exponential against non exponential.

EnnoMammen
Universität Berlin

Optimal spatial adaptation of variable bandwldth kernel estimates to
inhomogeneous smoothneS8

In this talk we report on joint work with I. Gijbels t O. Lepskii. N. Spokoiny, S. van de
Gew. Recently in nonparametrie curve estimation some ~nterest has been put onto
estimation of functions with spatially inhomogeneous. smoothness. For instance Al
has been shown that wavelet estimates based on threshhalding of empirical wavel~
coefficients work weil here whereas classical estimates (kemel estimates. regression
splines, smoothing splines) da not achieveoptimal rates. In this talk we discuss three
alternatives to wavelet estimates. The first two are kernel estimates with data
adaptive local bandwidth. For the bandwidth choice we discuss the substitution
method and a general. approach for adaptation going back to Lepskii (1991).
Furthermore we consider least squares penalised estimates using a penalty term
which punished inhomogenity of smoothness only moderately. Optimal minimax
rates for these estimates are shown.

-- ---- -._-- ----------------------------
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Complete order stallstles In parametrlc models

•

David M. Mason
University of Delaware

Local empirical processes

An extended nation of a local empirical process .indexed by a class of functions is
introduced. which includes kemel density and regression function estimators and the
conditional empirical process as special cases. Under.. suitable regularity conditions
a central limit theorem and a strang approximation by sequence of Gaussian
processes are established tor such processes. A compact lawof the iterated
logarithm (LIL) is then inferred from the corresponding LIL for the approximating
sequence of Gaussian processes. -

Lutz Mattner
Universitat Harnburg

~~p.

An overview of classical· end recent criteria tor. and statistical applieations of,
complete and sufficient 0 - fields, leading in particular to the results·· that in a
generic. smooth. parametric model. X", is optimal unbiased, but asymptotically
inadmissible.
The main new result can be found in: L. Mattner, Complete order statistics in
parametric models. Pre-print March 1993, University of HaiTlburg. .

Claus-Dieter Mayer
Universität Düsseldorf

Two-sample survival tests for cones of hazard rate alternatives
-0"":"-'"

In the two-sampled problem with censored data weighted log-rank-statistics' are
known to have asympt. optimality properties under a special direction of local
alternatives. which is given by a derivative of the Hazard rate quotient. We now
construct tests· against loeal alternatives which come from a cone. that is generated
by a finite member of such deviations. These tests spread the power of censored
weighted log-rank test to a wider range of loeal alternatives. We study· the leeal
asymptotic distribution of these tests and show that these are conditional
counterparts of the tests. which are exact level a -tests ,under the null-hypothesis, if
the censoring distributions in both sampies are equal and which are asymptotically
equivalent to the unconditional versions even under unequal censoring.
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Ulrich Müller-Funk
Universitat Münster

On the Implicit function theorem

We investigate the continuity and the Frechet-differentiability of statistical
functionals T(.) that are solutions of minimization problems. La.

rp(g, T(g») =i','/ fjJ(g, t)

where 'V is a continuous· function of cdf.g and is also function of the indexing
quantities tel. Multiple solutions are dealt with· by means of suitable sele~o.
functions. The approach is based on the concept of epi-convergence and avoids any
existence theorem.

Georg Neuhaus
University of Hamburg

Two sampie rank tests for censored date wlth non-predlctable welghts

In the two-sample tasting problem for censored data a famous class of statistics.
initiated by Mantel and Haenszel (1959)1 consists of sums S =LjWj(Aj-Ej), where

Aj is the observed number of failures in· the first sampie at time tj and EJ iso its
conditional expectation. given the past. The weights Wj determine the alternatives for
which the corresponding tests are sensitive.
The common method for deriving the distribution of S ;5 by count;ng process theory
(Gill (1980)), which demands predictability. Le., dependence of the past of the
weights Wj. In the present paper the asymptotic null-distribution of S is derived also
for certain natural classes of anticipating, hence non-predictable weights. The proof
works by discrete parameter martingale theory and is, thereby. easier accessible
and at the same time more general. than the common one under the null hypothesis.
Moreover, the proof turns out to parallel the derivation of related conditional Ifmit fl.!
theorems as given in Neuhaus (1993). Joint work with Prof. Arnold Jansse_ I

(Düsse'dOrf)·I

Michael Nussbaum
Universität Berlin

Global approximation of counting process experiments

We consider an experiment give by a counting process martingale on the unit
intervall in a nonparametrie setting where the intensity process is governed by a
function in a Lipschitz class. We develop an approximation by a discrete time
process experiment. which may be regarded as a Poisson analogue of a
nonparametrie Gaussian AR(1) autoregression. The approximation is in the sense of
LeCam"s asymptotic equivalence of experiments, in the framework of nonparametrie
function estimation set forth recently by Brown and Low (asymptotic equivalence of
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Gaussian white noise and nonparametrie regression). Estimates of the total variation
distance of p- measures by the Hellinger process are the key tool.
Furthermore. we consider approximation of counting processes by white noise
models in the experiment sense. It tums out that a SOE model with backfeed is the
appropriate analogue of Gaussian white noise. where the root of the intensity
process govems the drift. We conjecture that such an approximation holds in the
general nonparametrie case. This is supported by
A) the Poisson case. where the intensity is deterministic and the situation is very
close to the Li.d. model (and asymptotic equivalence to white noise is known)
B) the parametrie counting process esse where LAN results in Conjunction with
LeCam's global approximation by heteroskedastic Gaussian experiments establish
the diffusion approximation over parametrie subexperiments. Joint work with P.
Greenwood.

RolfReiß .
Universität Siegen

Asymptotlc8 for trIangular arrays 01 rare evenm

This talk is based on joint papers with J. Hüsler and. respectively. J.Hüsler and T.
Hsing. In the classical formulation of the asymptotic behaviour for maxima of n LLd.
standard. d-variate Gaussian sectors one obtains the asymptotic independence of
the marginal maxima which daes not reflect the fact that the marginal maxima show a
considerable dependence even for larger sampie sizes n. If in a triangular array the
correlation coefficients gradually tend to 1 as n--+ 00, then one obtains a rich model
of limiting. max-stable distribution by which the finite sampie size situation may be
described more accurately. Likewise may extend Berman·s theory for the asymptotic
behaviour of maxima under a stationary. standard Gaussian sequence. By taking a
triangular array of sequences. where the correlation functions gradually tand to 1 as
n~ 00 •.one obtains a limiting distribution for the maximum depending on an
"extemal index" which reflects the dependencies in the initial Gaussian s~quence.

Vladimir Spokoiny
Universität Berlin

_ Some aspects at asymptotic theory of statistical experiments

The forthcoming monography of Shiryaev and Spokoiny "Statistical Experiments and
decisions: Asymptotic Theory" was presented.
The main notions and results at this book ware discussed. in particular.
-a new notion at A-convergence at experiments and the' corresponding asymptotic
minimax results.
-new class of limit models. namely (r,r)-models.
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Wolfgang Wefelmeyer
Universitat Siegen

Improved use of the Gibbs sampier

For the Gibbs sampier with deterministic sweep. does the standard empirical
estimator iTlake best use of data? We show that this is not so. We exploit the
structure of the transition distribution of the sampier ~o construct further empirical
estimators which are, combined with the standard· empirical estimatar to reduce
asymptotic variance. The extra computational cost is negligible.
When the randorn field iso spatially homogeneous, symrnetrizations of aur estimatar
lead to further variance redudion.. The performance.of the estimators is 'evaluatedi.
a simulation study of the Ising model.
This isjoint work ~ith,P.E. Greenwood and tW. McKeague.

Silvelyn Zwanzig
Universität Hamburg

On conslstency in non-line.r functlonal relation

In the functional relation model we have ap--dim. parameter of interest and· an
increasing number of nuisance parameters. In the linearcase it is possible to
estimate the interesting. parameter also in the casel where no consistent estimates
for the nuisance parameters exists. In this talk the' results of the non-linear model' are
discussed. For the polynomial model an estimator is presented which does not need
the existence of consistent nuisance parameter estimators. Last but not least a
nonparametrie orthogonal series estimator is proposed and its consistency is shown.

Willem R. van Zwet
Leiden

The bootstrap works on large sets

We consider the bootstrap - ~nd more generally substitution estimators with re
arbitrary consistent estimator PN of the underlying distribution P as a resampling
distribution. We find conditions under which the bootstrap is consistent. Under
considerably weaker conditions, the bootstrap is seen to be consistent for all
underlying PI except for those belonging to a set of the first category. Examples are
discussed. This isjoints work with H. Putter at Leiden.

,I
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